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Abstract

This paper seeks insight into the role of process flexibility and product variety in

the capacitated multiproduct lot-sizing model. The variety of the product line is

defined in terms of the number of products, and the relative value of their demand

rate, setup time, and unit cost of production. Process flexibility is defined as a

property of operating costs: One process is more flexible than another if an increase

in product variety yields a relatively smaller increase in operating costs. In this

context, flexibility is seen to depend not only on commonly understood factors, such

as setup time and setup cost, but also on the capacity of the machine. The analysis

yields new insights and formulas for the evaluation of product mix, process design

and process improvement decisions. The approach can be viewed as an exercise in

sensitivity analysis: Instead of focusing on variations in individual scalar data, the

analysis considers variations in aggregate measures which are themselves defined as

functions of the original problem data.



1 Introductioh

This paper presents a sensitivity analysis of the multiproduct capacitated lot-sizing

problem formulated by Hadley and Whitin (1966) and first solved in closed-form

by Parsons (1966). The sensitivity analysis of the solution in terms of the original

problem data is straightforward and well understood. The novelty is that the analysis

is performed in terms of a number of aggregate parameters that can be interpreted

as measures of the variety of the product line and the flexibility of the production

process. The analysis provides new insights into the nature of process fiexibility

and product variety in the context of multiproduct lot-sizing. It also provides new

insights and formulas for the evaluation of product mix, process design and process

improvement decisions.

Flexibility is defined with respect to the cost structure associated with different

manufacturing processes. Consider for example the comparison between a job-shop

equipped with conventional machine tools and in which production is controlled by

an MRP system, another that is using a just-in-time production system, and a third

plant equipped with modern numerical control machines, automatic material handling

and a CAD/CAM system. Given that it is physically possible to produce the same

set of products in each plant, what do we mean when we say that one system is more

flexible than another? In this paper, flexibility is defined as a relative concept: Take

two technologies that are producing the same given product line. The first technology

is said to be more flexible than the second if the increase in total cost induced by an

increase in the variety of the product fine is smaller for the first technology.

This definition of flexibility relies on the availability of a scalar measure of product

variety. Thus, the first task in undertaking the analysis is the identification of a

practical, general meastire of variety in the context of multiproduct lot-sizing. A

natural candidate would be the number of different products that are produced. This

measure, however, would not take into account the impact of relative differences

in demand rates, changeover times and direct cost of production between different

products. Consider the following three product fines (each with a total demand of

1000 per week): (1) 5 products, each with a demand of 200 units per week: (2) 10

products, each with a demand of 100 units per week; (3) 11 products, the first with a
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weekly demand of 900, the others with a d, 0.nd of 10 each. It is intuitively clear that

product line 2 exhibits more variety than product line 1. However, the comparison of

product line 3 with the others is not straightforward. Some might argue that product

line 3 exhibits the most variety, others might say that it exhibits the least variety, and

some might say that it is not possible to compare. A general measure of variety that

aggregates theses various effects into one single scalar parameter is proposed below.

A number of authors have recently studied the nature of process flexibility in the

context of à variety of cost-structures derived from the operations research literature.

Their analysis focuses on a number of parameters that have a straightforward intuitive

impact on flexibility such as the number of different parts that a machine is capable of

producing, the range by which production rates can be varied, setup times, setup costs

and production leadtimes. Examples of this approach are provided by Chatterjee

et al. (1985), Graves (1988), and van Beek and van Putten (1986). Based on a

simple economic definition of process flexibility, the analysis presented in this paper

shows that, in the context of multiproduct lot–sizing, flexibility depends not only on

commonly understood parameters, such as setup times and setup costs, but also on

the availability and processing rate of the machine.

The recent Management Science literature on setup cost reduction is also relevant.

Porteus (1985), Spence and Porteus (1987), van Beek and van Putten (1986), and

Zangwill (1987) analyze the effect of setup cost reduction on inventory levels, lot-sizes,

quality control, and effective capacity. This paper is a contribution to that literature;

it points to the increase in flexibility that is associated with setup cost and setup time

reduction in a multiproduct environment.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the notation and briefly

reviews the solution to the capacitated multiproduct lot-sizing model. The proper-

ties of the variety index are established in Section 3. Process flexibility is defined and

characterized in Section 4. Section 5 presents applications of the formulas derived in

the previous sections to product mix, process improvement, and process selection de-

cisions. The paper is concluded in Section 6. An appendix also discusses an extension

of the analysis to the multiproduct lot-scheduling problem.
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2 The multiproduct	 ?ro'blem

The multiproduct lot-sizing problem is formulated in Hadley and Whitin (1966);

the closed-form solution is derived by Parsons (1966). A recent analysis of various

extensions of this problem can be found in Spence and Porteus (1987); we follow their

notation and assumptions.

Let p (0 < p < 1) be the fraction of time in which the facility is available for

processing. The product line is characterized by n different products indexed by

j = 1, ..., n. Let ni) denote their average demand (per unit of time). The technology

is characterized by the nominal setup time, S, the direct setup cost (per unit of setup

time), c,, and the fixed cost (per unit of time) f. This latter parameter can be inter-

preted as the amortization of the initial capital investment (plus any' fixed operating

cost per period). For each product j, let r, denote the finite production rate, and let

q, denote the relative duration of setups. With this notation, the setup time and the

direct setup cost can be expressed as q,S, and csq,5 respectively. (Thus, following

Spence and Porteus (1987), we assume that direct setup costs are proportional to

setup times: this assumption is essential for the derivation of a closed form solution.)

Finally, let c, be the unit cost of production tlabor and material), and let Q, be the

production lot-size. The opportunity cost of capital per unit of time is denoted by i.

The problem consists of choosing the production lot sizes Q, for each of the n

products, so as to minimize the average cost per unit of time, while meeting the

constraint on the capacity of the machine. In order to simplify the expression of

the capacity constraint, define ot = E r;=1 mi/rj the fraction of time used by direct

production. Thus, the maximum number of nominal setups that can be perforrned

per unit of time is given by (p—cr)1S. With the above notation, the problem can be

formulated as

min E	 .1 .1	 cim,),c,Sm q- ic,Q, 
Q,	 Qi	 2

m
	subject to E	 P a	 (2.1)

The solution to problem (2.1) is derived in Parsons (1966). It is a straightforward

application of the Kuhn-Tucker theorem. There are two different solution regimes,
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(E7, 1 OSicimiqi)
	  cs (p — a) +Ecimi f)4(p— a j=1

otherwise.

(2.2)

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

according to whether the optimal solution to the unconstrained r. olem is feasible or

not. The optimal cost (per unit of time) is given by (see Spence and Porteus, 1987)

1zcinliqE;`_, 1 0c,Sicimi qi +E.7=i ci rnj + f	 when E 	 P —
S 

ce

2	
1j= 2c,S

3 Product variety

In this section, the solution to the multiproduct lot-sizing problem is expressed in a

simple form based on aggregate functions of the original problem parameters. With-

out loss of generality, assume that En_ i = n. Let

771 = E 772j
i=i

denote the aggregate level of demand (per unit of time), and let

1c — E cirni
rn j=1

denote the average unit cost. The parameter r is defined by

rmi = E
r	 j=1 ri

it can be interpreted as the average (i.e., harmonic mean) processing rate. Finally,

define the index y as

V — 
[E7=1	 nig)]

2
•

CM

As argued below, the index v can be interpreted as a measure of product variety.

Based on the above definitions, the proof of the following proposition is a straight-
forward algebraic manipulation.

(3.4)
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where

PROPOSITION 1: (optimal operating cost)

The solution to problem (2.1) can be expressed as

+ c, — 7±-2 + cm+ f, otherwise,
2 (p — 711)

2c, (p — 12)2
V = 	

Sicm

Moreover, the cost function is differentiable with respect to 1. of

The sensitivity analysis of the multiproduct lot-sizing model is typically performed

on the optimal cost expression given by (2.2), where one individual scalar parameter

is varied while the others are kept constant. By contrast, the approach taken in this

paper can be viewed as the sensitivity analysis of the optimal cost expression given

by (3.5), where one of the aggregate parameters, m, c, r or v, is varied while the

others are kept constant. The relationship between the two approaches can be best

understood by focusing on the effect of changes in the vector of demand parameters,

(mi), j = 1, ...,n. One particular set of demand data corresponds to a point in R".

Traditional sensitivity (and parametric) analysis corresponds to movements along one

of the axes; i.e., movements in a subspace of dimension one. The approach proposed

in this paper corresponds to movements in a subspace of dimension (n — 3), defined

by the linear equations (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3), where the effect of one particular point

in the subspace can be summarized by the scalar v defined by (3.4). Changes in the

other aggregate parameters can be interpreted similarly, although the corresporfding

subsets of R" need not be a linear subspaces.

The index v, defined by (3.4), can be interpreted as a measure of product variety

in lot-sizing problems. Two intuitive justifications can be offered: First, note that

the above form of the solution naturally obtains in the special case where the demand

rate, production rate, and cost characteristics of all the products are identical (i.e.,

ln, = cj = r, and qj = 1 for all j). In that case, (3.4) yields v = n. The

number of products, n, is certainly a very intuitive measure of variety in that special

N/2c,Stcmv + cm + f	 when v < ,
Sicrnv

(3.5)

1./ = v. .
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case. Second, note that the main effect of changes in the product fine parameters

have been captured in (3.5) by two scalars: In and v The first scalar, nt, represents

the aggregate scale of production. The value of the aggregate parameters r and c is

arguably a characteristic of the technology white the relative dispersion of individual

parameter values across different products is a characteristic of the product fine. The

index v then captures the effect of the product fine parameters that is not captured

by the aggregate scale effect. [It should also be mentioned that a similar measure of

product variety has been proposed independently, in a different but related context,

by Zipkin (1988).]

A few properties of the above form of the solution are worth stressing. The

optimal cost (3.5) is a concave function of the variety measure, v. There is a critical

variety level above which the cost function is affine and below which the function is

strictly concave. In particular, the relative cost savings associated with a decrease of

product variety are small when variety is large and large when variety is small. It is

also interesting to observe that, as long as the aggregate level of demand, is kept

constant, it is possible to increase the variety of the product line, v, arbitrarily without

reaching any capacity lirait. Indeed, when the number of products is increased beyond

e, optimal lot-sizes remain constant while inventory levels (and, hence, holding costs)

grow linearly in y . By Schwartz inequality and by the triangle inequality it can be

shown that the variety index, v, exhibits the following properties:

PROPOSITION 2: (the variety index, v)

In general, 0 < v < n. Moreover, when g., = 1 for ail j, we have 1 < v < n.

Two final remarks are in order. First, note that the variety index is independent

of the technology parameters (c, S, p, r, a). Suppose that, for a given value of the

technology parameters, we find, by comparing operating costs (2.2) for different prod-

uct fines, that one particular mix yields the lowest production cost: That conclusion

remains unchanged for a different value of the technology parameters. Second, note

that the lot-sizing rule does not (explicitly) enter the evaluation of operating costs.

Optimal lot-sizes—expressed as a function of the various product line and technology

parameters—are implicitly factored into the operating costs as given by (2.2) or (3.5).
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In particular, the independence of the variety measure from the technology param-

eters critically depends on the optirnization of lot–sizes veith respect to technology

parameters.

4 Pro cess flexibility

The concept of flexibility and its relation to the different technology parameters are

formalized in this section. The following definition of process flexibility is cast in

terms of the cost impact of an increase in product variety. It is .a specialization,

to the context of lot-sizing, of a more general characterization of process flexibility

proposed in de Groote (1990). In this section, the variety index y can be interpreted

either as the index defined by (3.4), as discussed in Section 3, or as the number of

products n, as discussed in the Appendix. All the resuits of this section apply equally

to both interpretations.

DEFINITION: (flexibility as a relative concept)

Take any two technologies and the corresponding cost functions C 1 and C2. For a

given value of the aggregate level of demand, m the flrst technology is more flexible

than the second if for any u > 0, aCjav < aC2/0y.

In other words, an increase in the variety of the product line induces a smaller increase

in total cost for a more flexible technology. Note that the above definition relies on the

differentiability of the cost function (3.5) at v = V (Proposition 1). The definition

also requires the above condition to be satisfied for any v > O. A priori, it is not clear

that there exists any pair of technologies that can be compared under that criterion.

Proposition 3 and its corollary establish that when two technologies are compared,

the one with the smaller direct setup cost c, and nominal setup time S, and with

the larger average production rate r, and machine availability p, is the more flexible

under the above definition.

To proceed with the identification of the various parameters that contribute to
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flexibility, define the indices
.1

= c,S
and

P —
=	

mr) 

The first index represents the direct setup cost, while the second is the maximum
number of setups that can be performed per unit of time. The operating cost (3.5)
can be written as

(4.2)

12wmv 
+	 f

2cmi.
	 + +crez+f,

when v < v-,

otherwise,
(4.3)

where
202y* =

icnuk.
To characterize the flexibility of the process, we need to analyze the effect of changes
in the technology parameters on the derivative of cost with respect to the variety
index, y. As noted in Proposition 1, the cost function is differentiable at V. The
derivative is given by

iiern
ac V 20v
av	 tern

when v <

otherwise,
(4.4)

PROPOSITION 3: (flexibility)

Flexibility increases with an increase in either 0 or 0.

PROOF: Take two cost-structures C1 and C2 such that Or < 02 and Wl < 'Oz. Let mi
and :4 denote the corresponding critical values of v as defined in (4.3). To simplify
the notation, let C; denote aci/av. We need to show that C; > C. The result
clearly holds if v;" = 14; the only technical difficulty cornes from the fact that changes
in 4) and ri, yield changes in V.

First consider the case where vi* < 14. It is immediate that C > C2 on [0, vl and
on [/4,00). To establish the inequality on [vi• , z4], simply observe that ci is constant
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over that interval, that C2I is decreasing, and that C; > C2 at q. The case where

v; > v2 is To establish the inequality on [u2',v;), sirnply observe that (7; is

constant over that interval, that Cl is decreasing, and that C > C21 at v1.

In view of the above proposition, it is natural to interpret the indices 0 and 0

as measures of process flexibility. The first index, 0, is the inverse (nominal) direct

setup cost; it is the only relevant measure of flexibility when the capacity constraint

is not active. The second index, 0, can be interpreted as the maximum number

of (nominal) setups that can be performed per unit of time; it is the only relevant

measure of flexibility when the capacity constraint is active. This .number depends

not only on the nominal setup time, S, but also on the effective capacity of the process

as determined by p and r.

This two dimensional characterization of flexibility does not, however, provide

a single aggregate measure of flexibility akin to the measure of variety derived in

the previous sections. It is thus very natural to ask whether a proposition stronger

than Proposition 3 holds; i.e., whether a more complete characterization of flexibility,

based on a single flexibility index combining the five different technology parameters,

can be obtained? The answer is no! The numerical exampl' presented in Section 5.2

further illustrates this point.

The analysis of changes in 0 and 0 induced by changes in each of the individuel

process parameters yields a more detailled characterization of flexibility.

COROLLARY:

A decrease in the setup time, S, or in the direct setup cost, c,, and an mcrease in

the machine availability, p, or the processing rate, r, all indure an increase in the
flexibility of the process.
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5 Managerial applications

Various strategic questions can be addressed in the context of multi-product lot-

sizing models: the comparison of operating costs for different product mix decisions,

the optimal design of the process, the evaluation of its capacity and flexibility, and

the evaluation of process improvement projects (e.g., setup time reduction). The next

three sections illustrate how the simple formulas that are derived above can be used

for a rough quantitative analysis of these questions.

5.1 Product mix decisions

As pointed out by Kaplan and Atkison (1989, p. 62)—in the context of linear pro-

gramming models of production—: " Only by explicitly modeling the nature of the

production process and its constraints will we be able to determine the most prof-

itable products to produce and self." By construction, the variety index v captures

the nature and constraints of a, lot-sizing production environment. It summarizes

the cost implications of changes in the product mix, keeping the aggregate level of

demand constant. The following example illustrates the use of the variety index v for

the evaluation of the impact of changes in product mix on operating costs.

Compare different product fines with the same total volume of production, m

100, the same number of products, n 51, and the same average unit cost, c = 5.5.

The changeover time is assumed to be the same for all products (i.e., = 1).

(1) Let mi 50, m2 . • • • . m51 1, ci = 10, c2 = • • c51 = 1. The variety index v

is equal to 9.5.

(2) Let mi 50, m2	• m51 = 1, c1 1, c2 = • • • csi = 10. The variety index v

is then equal to 49.6.

(3) Let m1 50, m2 • • m51	 1, c1 = • = c51 = 5.5. The variety index v is

then equal to 32.6.

(4) Let m 1 40, m2 • = m5i = 1.2, c1 = • = c51 = 5.5. The variety index v is

then equal to 37.3.
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15) Let m i = • m51 = 1.96, ci =- • • • = es, = 5.5. In that case, v = n = 51.

In the first product line, the index y is much smaller than the actual number of

products because products 2 to 51, which are produced in small quantities and at lotie

cost, do not carry as much weight as product 1. However, with the second product

line, we get a much larger value of y for the same number of products and the same

volumes of production. This is because the imbalance in demand rates is compensated

by the larger cost of production for products 2 to 51. The increase in variety from the

first to the third example is due to the increase in the balance of the cost parameters.

The increase in variety from the third to the fourth example is due to the increase

in the balance of the demand parameters. In the last example, the variety index y is

maximal: it is simply equal to the number of products n.

The example illustrates that an increase in the balance of the product line pa-

rameters yields a increase in the variety index. This property is explained by the

concavity of equation (3.4) defining the variety measure v. It is worth mentioning

that this observation is contrary to the notion of focus advocated by Skinner (1974, p.

116): "Product volumes: Generally, these are of comparable levels, such that tooling,

order quantities, material handling techniques, and job contents can be approached

with a consistent philosophy." Of course, Skinner s recommendation is not based on

lot-sizing considerations only. Two aspects that are not taken into account in the

abolie model would, in my opinion, work in favor of a balanced product line (i.e., a

line with products of equal demand rates). First, the incorporation of queuing effects

in a lot-sizing model, first introduced by Karmarkar (1987), adds convexity to the

otherwise concave cost. When the convexity effect dominates, a balanced line should

yield a lower cost. The second aspect that would favor a balanced prodtkt line is

managerial bounded rationality: intuitively, one might expect a set of products with

similar demand characteristics to be easier to manage than a more heterogeneous set.

5.2 Pro cess improvement

Investments in setup cost and setup time reduction in the multiproduct lot-sizing

model have been analyzed thoroughly by Spence and Porteus (1987). There is, how-
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ever, anc r option for setup time reduction that is not addressed by their analysis:

in many cases, a firm can reduce its setup times by increasing its direct setup costs.

A typical example of this option is given by the choice of the size of setup crews.

Suppose for example that one worker can perform a setup in ten minutes, while two

workers can perform a setup in six minutes: thus, the setup time can be reduced by

forty percent at the expense of a twenty percent increase in direct setup cost (two

workers for six minutes corresponds to twelve minutes of salary). Should a firm adopt

such an option? The proper evaluation of this question requires the identification and

quantification of the tradeoffs involved.

Consider two technologies characterized by the following parameters: f1 = f2 = 0,

S1 = 2, S2 = 1; = 10, = 40; c1 =- c2 = pi = p2 = 1; r1 = r2 = 100. Note

that, except for setup times and setup costs, the two technologies exhibit the same

parameter values. In addition, assume that the discount factor is equal i = 0.1,

and that the aggregate level of demand is fixed to m = 10. The example can be

interpreted as the evaluation of such a setup time reduction option. Technology 1

describes the current process, with setup time S l = 2 and direct setup cost (per

unit of setup time!) 	 = 10. Define K = c,S as the direct setup cost. We have

K1 =	 = 20. Technology 2 describes the alternative option, with faster setups

(S2 = 1) at the expense of a larger direct setup cost (K 2 = c,2 S2 = 40).

C'learly, a firm should never consider the option of redùcing setup times at the

expense of an increase in direct setup cost when the variety of its product line is

lower than the critical value v", as given in (3.5). Indeed, in that case, the operating

cost depends on K = c,S only—the setup time alone does not play a role. In the

numerical example, we have vi` = 8.1. For v > however, the tradeoff between the

first two terms of the operating cost (3.5) has to be considered explicitly: The first

term is proportional to S, while the second is proportional to c,. It can be computed

that as long as the variety index v is less than 47—a value considerably larger than

vi = 8.1—the firm should not consider the setup time reduction option.

This kind of setup time reduction option does not yield an increase in flexibility:

the second flexibility index, increases at the cost of a decrease in the first index,

4). It can be checked from (4.4) that aCl /Ov < 8C2av for v < 16, and that the
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inequality is revtist .or v > 16. Thus, we cannot conclude from the definition of

flexibility given in Section 4, that one technology is more flexible than the other-

their fiexibility cannot be compared globally (i.e., without first specifying a particular

value of v).

5.3 Process selection

Suppose that three different process designs have been identified: a labor intensive

job-shop (JS), an automatic transfer line (TL), and a flexible manufacturing system

(FMS). Table 1 summarizes the value of the technology parameters for the three dif-

ferent processes. Given the specification of the firms' product line, the problem is

f C S c, r p
J-S 500 20 0.2 0 120 1

T-L 1000 1 10 0 120 1

FMS 1500 1 0 0 120

Table 1: technology parameters

to identify the technology that exhibits the optimal tradeoff between capital invest-

ment and operating costs. The first technology (JS) exhibits a relatively low capital

investment and relatively fast changeovers, but a relatively high value of the unit

cost of production. The second technology (TL) exhibits a higher capital investment,

much longer changeover times, and a much lower unit cost of production. The third

technology (FMS) exhibits the largest capital investment, but it has instantaneous

changeovers and a low unit cost of production.

Given the detailed description of a product line, we can compute m (3.1) and v

(3.4). The sum of investment and operating costs per unit of time is given by (3.5).

The comparison of the three technologies for different values of rn and v can be easily

performed on a spreadsheet. The results of the analysis are summarized in Figure 1.

`Figure 1 about here
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[Note that the figure has been dr to scale with the help of a bPreadsheet program.]

The three regions on the center portion of the figure delineate the sets of values of m

and v for which one technology dominates the others. There are two (complementary)

ways of constructing these regions: The technologies can be compared for all values

of v for a fixed value of m. The lower portion of the figure provides an example of this

analysis for m = 34. Alternatively, the technologies can be compared for all values

of m for a fixed value of y. The right portion of the figure provides an example for

= 10.

Not surprisingly, the job—shop dominates for small values of m. When m is large,

the transfer line dominates for small values of y, and the flexible manufacturing system

dominates for larger values of v. The only surprise, perhaps, cornes from the slope

of the frontier between TL and FMS: As m increases, the critical value of variety at

which the FMS dominates the TL decreases. This is due to the effect of the effective

capacity of the transfer line on the flexibility index 0, as given by (4.2). As can be

clearly seen on the right portion of the figure, operating costs increase dramatically

for JS and TL as rn approaches the maximum production rate (r = 120). Due to

the large value of S for the transfer line, this capacity effect increases very fast with

increases in the variety

It is also interesting to note that the cost curves associated with JS and TL cross

twice: For a small value of 172, the smaller initial investment makes JS more attractive.

As In increases, the lower unit cost associated with TL makes it more and more

attractive—the cost curves cross a first time. As m increases further, however, the

fraction of tirne available for setups diminishes, which, due to the longer setups, hurts

the performance of TL relatively more—the cost curves eventually cross a second

time.

This application is similar in spirit to examples presented by Karmarkar and Kekre

(1987). Their analysis focuses on fixed values of the product line parameters, using

formulas akin to (2.2). The analysis illustrates that it is possible, with the aggregate

parameters derived in this paper, to construct the entire region of the product line

parameters over which each of the alternative process designs are optimal.
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6 Conclusion

Strictly speaking, the goal of sensitivity analysis is to study the sensitivity of the

solution to errors in the measurement of problem parameters. To the extent that

some of the problem parameters are themselves policy variables in a broader context

(e.g., setup costs), a second goal of the technique is the analysis of the tradeoffs that

are involved in the choice of these parameters. Sensitivity analysis presents a third

role which, if it is more subtle, is certainly as important in practice as the other

two: It can be used to evaluate whether the qualitative behavior of the model is

plausible and intuitive. The purpose of this evaluation is twofold: it gives a sense

of whether or not the model captures the essence of the application context; it also

leads to a better understanding of the interaction between the different parameters

and variables. In this respect, an intuitive interpretation of different changes in the

problem parameters is critical. This third aspect of sensitivity analysis is the domain

of application of the approach proposed in this paper. The technique is, presumably,

applicable to other lot-sizing models and, more generally, to other modeling contexts

such as inventory management, queuing and scheduling. What is required is the

identification of aggregate parameters that exploit the mathematical structure of the

model and are amenable to econorruc and managerial interpretation.
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Appendix: multiproduct lot-schedu .ng

The formulation of the multiproduct lot-sizing problem (2.1) does not guarantee the
feasibility of the underlying sequencing problem. The optimal lot-sizes may indure
incompatible production cycles for the different products; i.e., it is impossible to find
a sequence of setups such that the time slots devoted to the production of the different
products do not overlap. The lot-sizes have then to be adjusted to restore feasibility-
and this, of course, leads to a cost higher than the cost given by (2.2). This problem
is known as the multiproduct lot-scheduling problem. No closed form solution to this
problem is known today—the underlying sequencing problem is indeed NP-complete.

The discussion is restricted to the rotation cycle solution; i.e., the solution in which
exactly one lot of each product is produced in each production cycle. The formulation
and closed-form solution of this problem can be found in Parsons (1966). With the
aggregate notation defined in Section 3, the solution can, after some algebra, be
expressed as

OcaSicmn + cm + f
C =	 Sicrnn{	 in

2 (p _ _rnr ) + c, (p - -7- ) + cm + f, otherwise.

, when

erw

n < le,

i 

where

24, - —m)
n` -

	

	
Sicm

Direct comparison with (3.5) reveals that, if variety is reinterpreted as v = n, the
two solutions are equivalent. This is not at all surprising: A quick look at the above
solution reveals that the number of products, n, and the total demand rate, m, are the
only parameters that vary with changes in the product line. Moreover, the solution
to the lot-sizing problem (2.1) is the optimal solution to the general lot-scheduling
problem in the special case where mj = min, = c, and q, = 1 for all j, $nd,
as argued above, in that case we have v = n. Thus, for a firm that applies the
rotation cycle solution to its lot-scheduling problem, the number of products, n, can
be considered as a general measure of product variety; the relative value of the cost
and demand parameters does not play a role.

In general, the solution to the lot-sizing problem (2.1), because it does not guarantee
the feasibility of the underlying sequencing problem, provides a lower bound on the
solution to the lot-scheduling problem. On the other hand, the rotation cycle solution
provides an upper bound to the lot-scheduling problem. Thus, direct comparison of
(33) with the above solution yields v < n. This argument provides an alternate,
intuitive proof to Proposition 2.

2
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